STAY UP AND
RUNNING
through all sorts of weather
and power emergencies.

They even store peace of mind.
Tens of thousands of companies nationwide rely
on Diesel Direct to keep their businesses operating
smoothly – 24/7 – every day of the year.

Tens of thousands of companies nationwide
rely on Diesel Direct to keep their businesses
operating smoothly – 24/7 – every day of the
year. Our top-of-the-line, certified steel tanks
can save the day in emergency situations with
the backup power needed to weather any storm.
Diesel Direct tanks also help lower fueling
costs with fewer deliveries. The savings add
up for organizations requiring additional fuel
in-between their regularly scheduled visits.
Options include fuel storage tanks, gasoline tank
trailers, temporary and permanent tanks and
tanks custom-made for specific needs.We refuel
the tanks on a regular schedule and incorporate
technology and monitors so we know if that
schedule changes.At Diesel Direct, we will
monitor and fuel them for you as well.

All our tanks are durable, portable, and feature
double-wall frames that protect from external
damage and internal containment. They feature
built-in pumps and meters, 110% containment
capacity and range in size from 500 to 10,000
gallon capacity.The solar powered specialty tanks
give you an environmentally-friendly alternative.
Add in the secure FUELLOC tank solution,
and see where each gallon was dispensed.
FUELLOC provides an added level of security
with technology that guarantees fuel is never
dispensed into the wrong asset. At Diesel Direct,
you can rest assured you will always have the
fuel you need.

TA N K S

OUR FULL RANGE OF TANK SOLUTIONS
HELP BUSINESSES

Stay fully informed so you never
run out of fuel.
Diesel Direct monitors your fuel levels and
works with you to establish a refueling
schedule that guarantees continuous power.
Customers access their fuel data online
through our Fuel Intelligence Customer Portal.
By streamlining the process, you eliminate
tasks like having to stick the tanks for fuel
level readings and making unnecessary trips
to top off tanks – and you avoid all the issues
associated with running out of fuel.
Our state of the art tank monitoring
technology provides complete and accurate
inventory control in real-time. You monitor all
your tank data quickly and easily in one place
and can fuel your assets at the same time.
Highly accurate inventory control reduces
fueling costs and minimizes downtime.

This sophisticated technology
applies to fuel and generator tanks
of all sizes and provides you with
all essential tank details:
+ Summary of all tank locations with GPS
tracking on each tank monitor.
+ Tank names and fuel types.
+ Tank capacity levels.
+ Current level readings on a daily basis.
+ Capabilities of setting alarm notifications
based on product temperature and level.

888.900.7787
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